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July 6, 2016 

 

On July 27 (Wed) 

Sengoku BASARA special design train 
will run forward into OHARATA Garage! 

◆First time to exhibit new character design of the train to public 

◆All four cars in ‘Sengoku BASARA’ design will run from Namba Sta

◆Kishu Mt.Kudo Sanada armour troop will also forward into Namba 

 

Nankai Electric Railway operates Koya line ‘Tenku’ running between Hashimoto 

Station and Gokurakubashi Station, which connecting with non-reserved seat 2 cars 

designed with the character of game ‘Sengoku BASARA’ from May27 (Fri), 2016, design  

changing every month. 

 

The train of four cars set in Sengoku BASARA design (connect 2nd and 3rd series’ 

designed cars) ‘Sengoku BASARA special train set running forward into OHARATA 

Garage!’ will be held on July27 (Wed). 

 

The 3rd series’ design is the first time to exhibit, besides, 

‘all four cars are in Sengoku BASARA design’ and ‘starts 

from Namba Sta.’ is only for once this time.  

 

Furthermore, Sanada Yukimura and Sanada Masayuki’s  

photo section, those from ‘Kishu Mt.Kuto Sanada armour  

troop’ will be set up at the Namba Station. 

          

                              Armour of Sanada Yukimura and Sanada Masayuki 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Design of the 2nd series (Sanada Yukimura and Date Masamune)  

Design of the 3rd series will be opened to public until the tour day. 

 

 

Date July27 (Wed), 2016 
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To the press and whom it may concern 

 

<Information of Photo Section> 
 

 

 

Photo section of ‘Kishu Mr.Kudo Sanada armour troop’ and Sengoku BASARA train will 

be held at Namba Station. 

 

Sengoku BASARA design 2 cars are connected with ‘Tenku’ seat -reserved cars (2cars) 

and run between Hashimoto Station and Gokurakubashi Station (Wakayama 

Prefecture) in general. This time, ‘all four cars are in Sengoku BASARA design’ and 

‘starts from Namba Sta.’ is only for once. 

 

Besides, photo section of Sanada Yukimura and Sanada Masayuki from ‘Kishu Mt.Kuto 

Sanada armour troop’ will be set up at the Namba Station. 

 

We are looking forward to your press. 

 

 

 １．Event Date: July 27(Wed), 2016 10:30~11:30 

         *Special design train will be arrival at Namba Station at about 10:50  

 

２．Gather place: 2F, Namba Station. In front of Stationmaster’s room (5 -1-60, Nanba, 

Chuo-ku, Osaka) 

          *Please assemble before 10:30  

 

 ３．Reference: (1)Please inform us if you can come to interview before event day. 

 

 

【Contact us about the interview】 

Nankai Electric Railway General Affairs Department (Public Relations) 

TEL: 06-6644-7125 (9:00~17:50 weekdays) 

 

 

         (2)Please wear your armband during the interview. 

 

 


